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Follow us on
facebook
and Like
our page
Join the Conversation!
WE’VE
GOT
MORE!

• Get informed, read, comment and share
the news you like.
• Check out our weekly Two for Tuesday
Photo Flashbacks.
• Get The Winning Edge Magazine in your
facebook feed.

https://www.facebook.com/thewinningedgemagazine
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WHAT’S
The Winning Edge

A TRAIL CLOSED IS NEVER
REOPENED? BRC LEGAL
OPENS TRAIL 38

BOISE, ID -When the snow clears in the coming spring,
Wyoming riders will again enjoy the opportunity to traverse
Trail 38 on the Bighorn National Forest, thanks to the Inyan
Kara Riders-BlueRibbon Coalition (BRC) legal effort. Trail 38,
a 4.5 mile section of rare Wyoming single-track, was closed
in the Spring of 2012 through a Tongue District Ranger letter
purporting to change the Trail’s designation to non-motorized.
Following unsuccessful outreach and correspondence to the
Forest Service, local riders contacted the BRC to evaluate
their options. On August 6, 2014, the BRC Legal Team filed
a lawsuit in the U.S. District of Wyoming, alleging that the
non-motorized designation of Trail 38 violated federal laws
and regulations. Rather than answer the complaint, the Forest
Service withdrew its designation, and
Trail 38 reverted to its
earlier motorized status.

“We are pleasantly surprised by the Forest Service’s quick

and decisive choice to avoid protracted
litigation,” said J.R.

Riggins, a named plaintiff in the suit and
leader of the Wyoming rider’s effort. “Cynics sometimes think that litigation is
an expensive exercise in symbolic futility, but our ability to

resume summer trips on Trail 38 serves as a tangible reminder
that a well-designed courtroom effort can make a difference on
E-mail: DerbyInn@DerbyInn.com
the ground,” Riggins observed.
Home Page: www.DerbyInn.com
Since 1997, the BRC Legal Program has appeared across the
nation to fight recreation closures and defend pro-trail agency
decisions. Many cases involve defense against attacks from
anti-access groups. Some, like Trail 38, are efforts to go “on

offense” and establish or restore access opportunities which has
  
occurred at least 14 times. The BRC Legal Program total in
vestment in access is at 1.7 million dollars spent and counting.

The plaintiffs in the Trail 38 effort were represented by Paul
Turcke of Boise, Idaho, who has been lead counsel for BRC
since the Legal Program’s inception, and local counsel Harriet Hageman and Stacia Berry of Hageman Law in Cheyenne.
      
       
These lawyers previously joined forces to represent recreation
      
interests in support of the State of Wyoming’s challenge to the
           
2001 Clinton-Gore Roadless Rule. The parties to the suit have
   
reached an initial agreement on a settlement, which is undergo     
ing final approval by federal government officials.


Best Western

DERBY INN

www.worldssnowmobilehq.com
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Lund Boats’ SPRING CATCH deal arrives early, stays late
Popular promotion saving anglers money this winter

* 1625 Fury XL, 1675 Impact, 1675 Crossover XS, 1650/1800 Rebel XL Include FREE Travel Cover
New York Mills, Minn. – Among winter’s saving graces, boat
shopping season offers anxious anglers the opportunity to stroll
the aisles at boat shows and marine dealers to admire this year’s
new rigs. What a feeling it is to climb aboard a new Lund dream
rig: smell the fresh carpet, take command of the high-tech console,
strike a hook-setting pose when no one’s looking.
Wont’ be long now . . .
Making the choice to own a Lund is easier than ever, the legendary boat builder has introduced its popular SPRING CATCH
rebate program. Fishing season gets closer by the day, and to make
sure anglers greet the water in style, Lund is offering rebates of up
to $2,500 on select 2014/15 models. But just like a great spring bass
or walleye bite, you’ve got to act fast to land the biggest catch.
“Orders come in fast from April to June,” says Matt Geiser, customer service manager for Lund. “The SPRING CATCH allows
anglers to get a jump on the season and go to the head of the line.
They may see just what they want in the dealer’s showroom, but
4 YOUR TOTAL MOTORSPORTS PUBLICATIONS

getting an early start can ensure their boat is ready for the water,
should they want to add some extras or something custom. The
dealer can order the exact boat that they want from the factory,
and it’s the perfect time to save some cash and ensure they have
the boat exactly the way they want it by fishing opener.”
Now through March 31, the SPRING CATCH program provides a special opportunity to shop early and to get your order in
to secure a new Lund just the way you like it. Not only are there
cash discounts offered, but select models such as the 1675 Impact,
1675 Crossover XS, 1650/1800 Rebel XL, and 1625 Fury XL also
include a free Travel Cover as an extra incentive.
To see the full SPRING CATCH program details, visit lundboats.com. Then shop Lund’s full fishing fleet, and even build your
own customized Lund boat with the exclusive Build-A-Boat online
app.
To learn more about Lund or to view product videos, visit: www.
lundboats.com
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SEASON’S
Photo by Ken Hill

GREETINGS

TURF TAMER
CLASSIC MX

TURF TAMER
CLASSIC

QUADCROSS
MX & XC

Root River Racing’s
Haedyn Mickelson
rides ITP’s all-new
Turf Tamer Classic
MX (rear) and
QuadCross MX
(front) tires to
another podium.
And collects more
“ITP MX Bucks” in
the process.
FOR MUCH
MORE, VISIT
ITPTIRES.COM

HOLESHOT
XCR, GNCC, MXR6

Season after season, in all types of
quad racing, no one offers more
sport tire choices — or enjoys a
longer winning history — than ITP

BETTER TO GIVE THAN RECEIVE
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THE ALASKA SNOWMOBILE SUMMIT
Iron Dog sponsors a statewide snowmobile conference hosted by the Anchorage
Snowmobile Club
Anchorage, Alaska (AK). Iron Dog continues its mission of promoting snowmachine safety, events and community engagement through statewide activism
among fellow riders. During the first-ever Iron Dog weekend in downtown Anchorage and in the spirit of Anchorage’s Centennial Celebration, another historical
event will begin with a statewide snowmobile summit conference.
The mission of this inaugural event is to unify Alaska Statewide Snowmobile
User Groups to Promote Access, Trail Maintenance, Snowmobile Registration Fee
Utilization, Alaska State Legislature Interactions and Alaska State Snowmobile
Association Integration.
“Snowmachiners across Alaska share similar challenges of access to riding
areas, safety awareness and legal requirements that need a unified voice at the
state level” said Kevin Kastner, Iron Dog Executive Director. “Through the leadership of Les Kincaid and the members of the Anchorage Snowmobile Club, we are
proud to support the cause of developing a statewide voice for snowmachiners and
motorsports enthusiasts who have been relegated to an underserved majority community in Alaska.”
The Alaska Snowmobile Summit will be held Friday, February 20, 2015 at
12:00pm - 4:00pm at the Hilton Hotel in downtown Anchorage. Snowmobile
clubs and individuals from all around Alaska are invited to attend this conference.
Attendees are encouraged to contact the Anchorage Snowmobile Club for information and registration.
“The Anchorage Snowmobile Club (ASC) has gained significant momentum
this season with record membership, business members and community outreach.
We would like to capitalize on this momentum by reaching out and working
closely with all Alaska statewide snowmobile clubs and snowmobile user groups”
said Les Kincaid, Anchorage Snowmobile Club President. “Our goal is to energize
the snowmobile community to get involved as one unified voice moving forward.”

The Hilton Hotel is offering Iron Dog group rates for
those who wish to spend the weekend to stay for the new
Iron Dog events.
Following the conference, Iron Dog will kick off the first
of its weekend events at 7:00pm with the first-ever Flying
Iron Freestyle show with X Games medalists, Cory Davis,
Joe Parsons, Sam Rogers and local rider Tim Beckner. The
show will be held in the EasyPark Coho Lot just across the
street from the Hilton Hotel.
Visit www.irondog.org and http://www.irondog.org/eventinfo for the latest news and schedule of events.
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WHAT’S

The Winning Edge Racing News
Polaris Snocross Racer Kody Kamm Wins ISOC Pro Open Final
at Deadwood & Ross Martin Reaches the Podium Twice

Kamm Wins Thrilling Final; Polaris Racers
Earn 4 of Weekend’s 6 Pro Open Podium Spots
MEDINA, Minn. – Polaris snocross racer Kody Kamm
(Hentges Racing) won one of the most exciting Pro Open finals
of the season during a Jan. 30-31 weekend of ISOC National
racing in Deadwood, S.D., and Ross Martin (Judnick Motorsports) reached the Pro Open podium both nights.
Kamm was the top qualifier prior to the Friday night Pro
Open final, but it was Martin who got the holeshot to show he
would battle for the win. Kamm passed Martin for the lead at
the end of the first lap, then series points leader Tucker Hibbert moved into second and pressed Kamm for the remaining
21 laps on the tight, technical course. Kamm countered every
Hibbert passing attempt, retained his speed as he worked his
way through traffic, and won his first final of the season. Martin
finished third, and three fellow Polaris racers also finished in
the top 10: Justin Broberg (Hentges Racing) was eighth, Corin
Todd (Leighton Motorsports) was ninth, and Jake Scott (Team
LaVallee) finished 10th.
In Saturday night’s Pro Open final, six Polaris racers earned
top-10 finishes and Martin and Kyle Pallin (Team LaVallee)
reached the podium by finishing second and third, respectively.
Justin Broberg (Hentges Racing) was fifth, Jake Scott (Team
LaVallee) was seventh, Andrew Lieders (Team LaVallee), took
eighth, and Corin Todd (Leighton Motorsports) finished 10th.
After the weekend’s racing, Pallin was second in Pro Open
points, Kamm was fourth, and Martin was fifth. Broberg was
ninth in points, Scott was 10th, and Todd was 11th.
Pro Lite: A Final Win & the Points Lead Polaris racer
Ryan Springer (Carlson Motorsports) won the Pro Lite final
on Saturday night and was joined on the podium by thirdplace finisher Andrew Carlson (Carlson Motorsports). Trevor
Leighton (Leighton Motorsports) was fourth, James Johnstad
(Judnick Motorsports) was sixth, and Travis Muller (Cottew
Motorsports) finished ninth. Leighton retained the lead in Pro
Lite points while Carlson was third, Springer was fourth, Travis
Muller (Cottew Motorsports) was fifth, and James Johnstad
(Judnick Motorsports) was sixth.
In the Pro-Am 30+ class, Scot Adams (Never Enough Racing) finished third, and in the Pro-Am Women’s final, Tonie
Sledz (Sledz Racing) finished third and Amanda Duitsman
(Plaisted Racing) was fourth. In the weekend’s two Sport-class
finals, Jacob Yurk (Team Vermillion) earned a second, and
Durk Roper (Roper Racing) reached the podium with a thirdplace finish.
8 YOUR TOTAL MOTORSPORTS PUBLICATIONS

A-1 Upholstery & Repair

989-845-7906 • 989-845-4785 • Fax 989-845-7923

FREE ESTIMATES • PICK-UP & DELIVERY
Residential & Commercial Fabric & Supplies
Canvas Replacement and Repair
Furniture •Antiques •Woodworking •Restoration •Caning
Cars •Trucks •Boats •RV’s • Snowmobiles
Covers • Seats
Custom Sewing Clothing Alterations and Repairs

*** Custom Embroidery ***

6905 E. North Ridge Road • New Lothrup, MI 48460
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TEAM ARCTIC WINS
MORE IN DEADWOOD AND
PARK RAPIDS
Team Arctic snocross and cross-country racers hit the bullseye at national
events in Deadwood, SD, and Park Rapids, Minn., capturing more wins
and more podiums than any other brand.

Team Green kept their leadership position intact at the
ISOC snocross national in Deadwood, where they won 7
of 15 classes while notching 20 of 45 podium positions,
the most of any brand. Tucker Hibbert delivered one of
the most memorable performances in snocross history,
coming from last place to win the Pro Open #2 final, his
100th career Pro National victory.
Other top Team Arctic performances include Dan
Benham’s two wins in Sport; Trent Wittwer and Kaden
Woodie swapping wins in the Amateur classes; Tyler Adams’s pair of seconds in Pro Lite; Eric Downs’s win in Jr.
Novice and Brandon Nelson’s win in Transition.
While Team Green snocrossers were shooting them
10 YOUR TOTAL MOTORSPORTS PUBLICATIONS

down in Deadwood, the cross-country corps stamped out
any battle that might have occurred in Park Rapids, taking
13 of 19 class victories and 37 of 56 podium positions,
including eight podium sweeps.
For the first time in his short cross-country career, Wes
Selby achieved victory in the hotly contested Pro Stock
class, while his teammate Zach Herfindahl led a sweep of
the Pro Open final. Team Arctic proved its depth and talent with eleven different class winners, including: Lance
Efteland, Dylan Stevens, Todd Frischmon, Hunter Houle,
Ean Voigt, Steve Martinson, Tyler Brown, Savannah
Landrus and Keaton Black.
“Our racers and teams are truly exceptional,” said Mike

© 2015 Reproduction Prohibited
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Kloety. “This past weekend was historic on so many
levels, from the number of wins and podium finishes, to
the key victories that define careers. We couldn’t be more

proud of our racers, or the snowmobiles they ride.”
The next USXC cross-country Feb. 28 – March 1 in
Thief River Falls, Minn.

Like us on Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/thewinningedgemagazine
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THE

ASTeRS
RACING CIRCUIT

LaCosse takes
TOP GUN at Sagola!

(kneeling)Matt LaCosse-holding Trophy, Keith Phelps, Greg Brownson. (Back Row Left to Right) Jeremy Schmidt, Sandy Schulz, Joe Provost
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Champion is more than just where Matt LaCosse calls home, it is a
Florence. That will be on Saturday, Feb. 28th.
title he has had at many snowmobile drag races over the year. It was
The first Hillcross of the season will be on Sunday, March 1t, and
this past Saturday that LaCosse put another trophy on the mantel.
that will be at Keyes Peak. The 15 year old snowmobile sanctioning
This trophy is special. It was the Sagola Sportsman Club Tip Up
circuit also includes a Hillcross and Snow Drags at Norway Mountain
Town TOP GUN Trophy. A trophy that has eluded LaCosse for over
on March 21st, then an Uphill Drag and Hillcross on April 4th and
a year. TOP GUN is the Feature class in the Mid America Snow and
5th at Marquette Mountain. The season will end with a Hillclimb
Terrain Expert Racers (MASTERS) Racing Circuit. This is the class
at Mon du Lac, just outside of Duluth, MN, on April 11th. Then the
that the top Professional Snowmobile Drag Racers compete in. It is
following day, April 12th, the MASTERS will end the season with the
the class that the snowmobiles hit speeds over 100 MPH on a 500
Hillcross Nationals and the National Snow Drags at Mont du Lac.
Foot Groomed Track.
It was in the TOP GUN Feature
that LaCosse edged out the TOP
GUN Feature winner at the UP
Championship Snow Drags in
Ontonagon, MI, Jerry Buschell.
Advancing to the finals as the
class’s top seed was John MIhelich. Both Buschell and MIhelich
are from the Keweenaw Peninsula
of Michigan.
The special built sled also powered LaCosse to a 1st Place Finish
in the Pro Open Mod Class.
From the Ojibwa Casino Winners Circle, LaCosse thanked his
family and crew.
“Keith (Phelps) and Greg
(Brownson) built me a very fast
sled. Biggest concern I had was
hooking up at the start,” commented LaCosse.
LaCosse also won the Race
Stock 800 and Pro Mod 600.
That’s 4 class champions from
Champion!
www.formulax-1.com
LaCosse missed out taking
home 5 class titles, when Mohawk, Michigan’s Ken Cohen
held LaCosse off by inches in
the Pro Mod 800 Class. It was in
that class that the Top ‘seed,’ Tom
Hodges of Lake Linden (MI) lost
a part of his exhaust in a previous
race and was unable to get his
sled to the starting line.
The Keweenaw Peninsula’s
Wood Brother Racing, took home
Feature wins in Trail Stock 600
and Race Stock 600. The Race
Stock 600 feature was a fatherson duo. The elder David Wood,
beat his son, Trevor Wood in the
feature. In addition to taking a
second in Race Stock 600, Trevor
(Wood) took a second in Race
Stock 800.
Gwinn, Michigan’s Shay
Thompson defeated first time
Snow Drag Racer, Dylan Drewa,
from Florence, WI. Another
Wisconsin driver to take a runnerup, was Matt Kleinschmidt.
Kleinschmidt of Merrill . Both
Thompson and Kleinshmidt will
also be competing at the Mid
America Championship Hillclimb
(MACH) in Caspian on Saturday,
February 21st.
The Ojibwa Casino MASTERS
Series first Snowmobile HIllclimb
of the year will be the MACH.
Then the following Saturday, the
Hillclimbers will be competing at
the Wisconsin State Championship Hillclimb at Keyes Peak of

231-369-4300
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Brunelle, Poirier split Pro Finals at Snow
Ridge for East Coast Snocross, Presented
by AMSOIL, Woody’s Traction and FXR

Danny Poirier
TURIN, NY - Veteran snowmobile racers Lucas
Brunelle and Danny Poirier each claimed a Pro final over
the weekend, as East Coast Snocross (ECS) completed
Round 4 at the beautiful Snow Ridge Ski Resort.
Brunelle, of North Hatley, Quebec, led all 12 laps of
Saturday’s final aboard his Team Southside/Mystic Lubricants Polaris. New York native Michael George (daSilva
Racing/Ski-doo) put in a solid effort to secure second,
while Poirier edged Swedish sensation Johan Dahlgren for
14 YOUR TOTAL MOTORSPORTS PUBLICATIONS

third after a torrid battle.
“I was really happy to get the win on Saturday,”
Brunelle said. “I got the holeshot, and never looked back.
I just kept a steady pace the whole race, and it paid off. On
Sunday, I had a couple of issues and decided not to push
it. I’m thrilled with our results for my team and our great
sponsors.”
Poirier, (Ingles Performance/Ski-doo) of St. Theodore,
Quebec, slotted into second behind Dahlgren at the start
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of Sunday’s final, but quickly found his way around
the Swede and led from lap 2 to the finish. Dahlgren
settled for second, while George capped a consistent weekend with a third-place finish.
Cody Paolella (Team Southside/Polaris) swept the
Pro Lite class at Snow Ridge, nipping Wade Acker
in a 10-lap tussle on Saturday while fellow Sport
graduate Joe Bishop filled out the podium in third.
On Sunday, local rider Andrew Bristol followed
Paolella across the stripe for second while Acker
powered his way to third.
“I think the weather was perfect and snow conditions were good,” Paolella said. “It was a little
different to race on a ski hill. The downhill part
made it challenging by having to use the brake to
get through the bumps. The track was pretty wide
with some good jumps, but I’d still say it was
important to get a good start because the snow dust
was pretty bad. I’m super pleased to sweep both
finals.”
In Sport class action, Bristol held off a hardcharging Marco Travaglini and Dalton Jacquier for
top honors in Saturday’s Super Stock final. On Sunday, Travaglini found redemption as he outgunned
Jamie Vanderaa and Jeff Roylance for top honors.
This class is where tomorrow’s Pro Lite stars hone
their skills, and the 2015 season is delivering some
great racing from these young athletes.
Other
big winners over the weekend at Snow Ridge include Nykea Williams (Pro Women Sat. and Sun.);
Bruce Gaspardi Jr. (Plus 25 Sat. and Sun.); Michael
Newman (Jr. 16-17 Sat.); and Anthony Paige (Jr.
16-17 Sunday). Congratulations to all of our final
round winners in Turin on a job well done.
East Coast Snocross would like to thank Snow
Ridge owner Brad Horn, Russ Horn and the entire
staff for hosting Round 4. The warmth and hospitality extended to our racing fraternity was second to
none, and this facility is ideal for snocross on the
famed Tug Hill plateau. While trail riders have frequented the Tug Hill region for decades, racers are
quickly becoming fond of it, as well.
For more information, please go to www.eastcoastsnocross.com, visit our Facebook page at
www.facebook.com/pages/East-Coast-Snocross,
and follow us on Twitter @eastcoastsnox.
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Lucas Brunelle

Cody Paolella
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A Miracle Moment

FOR CARDELL POTTER • 2015 EAGLE RIVER DERBY WORLD CHAMPION

ABOVE: Miracle Racing Celebrates their First
World Championship. (L-R) Grandad (Leroy Christensen), Jason
Zernicke, Gram (Pat Christensen), Jason Bauman, Me (Cara Potter), Papa
(Joe Potter), Bobby Donahue (head on theleft side of Cardell), 2015
Champ, Robert Nemitz (head behind Cardell right side),Wes Klatt (to
immediate right of Cardell), Josh Schmidtke (dark jacket and FXR
hat), Rob Carlson (team jacket front row, right side).

Left:World Champion Cardell Potter

16 YOUR TOTAL MOTORSPORTS PUBLICATIONS
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World Champion Cardell Potter in action on his MiracLe Racing Champ sled. Photo by Bill Borawski

Interview with Cardell Potter
WE - Winning Edge Magazine
C.P. - Cardell Potter

local fairgrounds.

W.E. - Tell us about yourself; age, hometown, education, family, employment, hobbies, etc.
C.P. - I am 22 years old and live in Camp Douglas,
WI. I currently attend college and will graduate in
June with a Business Management degree in Agriculture. In the summer I work on our family cranberry
marsh. Outside of racing the only other hobby I have
is whitetail hunting.
W.E. - How long have you been active in snowmobiling, do recall your first Snowmobile experience as
well as your first sled?
C.P. - I started racing Kitty Cats when I was 4 years
old. My first snowmobile race was a grass oval race
with a Kitty Cat in Wild Rose, WI. We put a wheel kit
on it and I finished 1st in Kitty Cat Amateur Stock, I
was hooked!
W.E. - When did you get started in snowmobile
racing? Please note styles of racing and brand(s) of
sleds raced and years you raced them. Also note any
titles or championships and the sled brands you’ve
won on.
C.P. - I started sled racing at age four on Kitty Cats
and continued to progress to different sleds and
classes as my age would allow me. I’ve been on all 4
brands (Arctic Cat, Polaris, SkiDoo and even a Yamaha once at the SOO I-500) at some point during my
racing career.
W.E. - How many of your family members race or
have raced? If so, what are they active in, what kind
of success have they had over the years?
C.P. - My Dad raced for Factory Rupp in the 70’s at

THE WINNING EDGE MAGAZINE

W.E. - If memory serves me right you have been
moving up the ranks of the Derby for a number of
years. Give us a brief recap of your record at the
Derby in the classes you run including Kitty Cat and
120.
C.P. - I can’t really remember Eagle River wins with
Kitty Cats but I do remember winning Champ 120
at Eagle River in 2002. I started racing on the “big
track” in 2004 with Jr. sleds and had a lot of success
winning World Championships in those classes.
W.E. - Prior to this win what was your best finish
in the World Championship? When and at what age
did you run your first W.C., how many years have
you been trying for the W.C.?
C.P. - I was 16 years old when I started racing
Pro Champ and qualified for the W.C. my first year
where I finished 11th. I’ve made the WC five times
with my best finish coming in 2014, when I finished
4th.
W.E. - Tell us about the equipment you were running this year: year, make, model, engine, studs,
clutching, track, suspension, etc.
C.P. - I’m actually running the same sled I ran in
my first year in Pro Champ, a 2007 Wahl chassis
with a Larry Rugland Motorsports engine and some
great Woody’s studs.
W.E. - Please give us a recap of qualifying?
C.P. - I was the second sled to qualify, it went ok
but our practice session was short so our set-up for
qualifying wasn’t quite where it needed to be. I was
3rd overall in time.
W.E. - You crashed Saturday in qualifying, what

© 2015 Reproduction Prohibited
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Potter rounds
the corner on
his Team o2 Blu
Polaris enduro
sled.

©

C.P. – I started in the back row in the 12th starting
position for the W.C. The first corner went good and I
was able to get around three sleds. The next lap I got
past some more sleds and by lap 10 I was up to 3rd
position. We made some minor camber adjustments
during the break. Physically I was a little concerned,
as I had pushed harder than I had planned in the first
10 laps. On the restart I lost a position putting me
back to 4th. A couple of laps later I made my way
back to 3rd and rode there until the red flag came out
with eight laps to go. The next restart went real well
and I was able to pass for 2nd position in turns one
and two and moved into the lead on that same lap in
turns three and four where I finished out the race. I
was about 1/2 of a straightaway ahead of the rest of
the field. I defiantly think the red flag helped me.
W.E. - When you saw that checkered flag what were
you thinking?

heat was that, what happened, any serious damage to
the machine?

C.P. - I couldn’t believe we did it! This has been a
dream of mine my whole life!

C.P. - During the semi-final we got hung up in a
racing incident and did considerable damage to the
sled. The damage included a left ski, left front sway
bar arm, steering post, footrest, hood and studs. It
took seven of us about six hours to make the needed
repairs in order to be ready for Sunday.
Last chance qualifyer.

W.E. - You are the first driver to have ever won the
World Championship as a last chance qualifier. How
does it feel to come from so far back and win the
greatest snowmobile race in the world?

C.P. - I was second off the line behind PJ in the
LCQ. The sled handled well and I was able to get
around PJ and win to start on the back row for the
W.C.
W.E. - Give us a lap-by-lap recap of your Championship race, starting position. Were there any key
breaks or events that helped you win the title, how far
ahead were you at the checkered?

C.P. - It feels amazing! I never dreamed I’d be able to
pass all those sleds. Going into it I was hoping for a
top five finish. I can’t begin to even put in words what
this means to me and our family.
W.E. - You have had a good career so far, however,
did you ever dream you would be a World Champion?
Will you return next year?
C.P. – Absolutely, I’ll be back next year!
W.E. - In addition to your fans and Team in Wiscon-

Cardell Potter attempts to squeeze by defending world champion Malcolm Chartier. Photo by Bill Borawski
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sin, you had a bunch of people on your 02 Blu enduro
team rooting you on. Prior to the race did they give you
any advice?

been a very special moment for our family and it means
a lot to hear from so many.
Cardell Potters Champ Sled Sponsors include;
Woody’s, FXR, 509, Donahue Super Sports, Carlson
Advisors, Earth Inc., TR Signs and Designs and Patrick
Custom Carbon.

C.P.- Team Blu stayed in contact with us all weekend
via texting. They all gave me lots of words of encouragement.
W.E. - In car racing some drivers jump from Indy Car
to NASCAR on one weekend you are doing it several
weekends this year running champ and an enduro sled.
How do you keep up the hectic pace?

Enduro Sled Sponsors: Baur Farms LLC - Bay Port,
MI, Blue Water Spas & Pools Inc., S & I Inc. - Pigeon, MI,
Michigan Agri-Systems, Inc. Pinconning, MI, The Winning Edge Magazine, Fastenal, Stine Seed, B & D Heating & Cooling, USI Ski’s, Woody’s Traction Products,
Polaris Racing, RCS Coil Springs, Crop Production
Services, Asgrow, Dekalb, LRM, Alma Tire, Michigan
Truck & Spring, Great Lakes Trading, Cass City Oil &
Gas, O’Conner Trucking.

C.P. - It does get hectic, it takes a lot of coordination
and I could never do it all without the support of my
parents. They work non-stop right along beside me to
make this all happen. The toughest week is the Soo, I
had a race the Friday and Saturday prior to the Soo in
Alexandria, MN, then Sunday we headed to the Soo for
the week, raced the Soo on Saturday and then drove
to get to Francis Creek, Wisc.,
to race on Sunday. Most people
think we’re nuts but our passion
for racing is strong and we’re
lucky enough to do it all together
as a family.

I couldn’t do this without the support of all of them
and we greatly appreciate ALL their help.

W.E. - What is it like going
from a 500 lap enduro to a sprint
sled?
C.P. - It’s way different racing
a 500-lap enduro compared to a
10-25 lap Champ race. On the
enduro sled I set a pace and race
the racetrack. I know I have a lot
of laps to complete and need to
take care of the sled and myself
physically in order to be there
at the end. My champ sled is aggressive, I can’t save anything. I
have to push hard and fast as I
can since I have limited laps to
complete the job.

©

a young cardell, around 6 or 7 years old, hold off the competition as cones
rock and fly during an early Eagle River Kitty Cat race in the late 1990’s.

43455 N. Green Bay Rd.
Zion, IL 60099

W.E. – Any final comments?
C.P. - In closing, I’d just like
to thank everyone that is a part
of my racing Crew: My Dad
and Mom, Granddad and Gram,
Rob Carlson, Wes Klatt, Robert
Nemitz and Jason Bauman. I also
had the support of Bobby Donahue Derby weekend. My enduro
teammate James Hicks, enduro
team owners Duane Baur, Rob,
Josh and Troy Steinman families and the entire Team 02 BLU
crew. Without all of them none of
this would be possible.
I would like to thank all our
friends, other racers and teams,
and fans that have reached out
to congratulate us. This has
THE WINNING EDGE MAGAZINE

Visit Goodwin PERFORMANCE
for all our quality
products or scan here!

Ph. 847.872.4001 Fax. 847.746.0565

CLUTCH KITS AND
CLUTCH COMPONENTS

Get World Championship
acceleration for your
snowmobile. Available for Arctic Cat,
Polaris, ski-doo and Yamaha.
We also carry weight ramps, pins, springs,
helixes, belts as well as all service parts.

Also Available

Team Clutches and Components
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SHOCK SALES,
SERVICE & REVALVE
We sell and service
all brands.
We can make your snowmobile
ride and perform the way it
should by revalving your
shocks!

Goodwin PERFORMANCE
has what you’re looking for.
Just call and we can help!
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Malcolm Chartier
Stories by Steve Landon
Photos by Bill Borawsk

Defending T.L.R. Cup Champ
Malcolm Chartier Grabs
Round Three
Eagle River, Wisc., January 16, 2015; - Finishing second in
the season opener at Ironwood January 3, after loosing out to
Matt Schulz of Wausau, Wisc., defending T.L.R Cup Champion and Eagle River World Champion Malcolm Chartier of
Fairhaven, Mich., was eager to return to the winners circle.
20 YOUR TOTAL MOTORSPORTS PUBLICATIONS

The cancellation of round two at Ironwood, Mich., due to poor
weather would hold that opportunity off until the Eagle River
Worlds Championship Derby, the most pressured filled and
exciting weekend in oval track snowmobile racing.
Driving his #33 Woody’s ski-doo Champ 440, Chartier looked
primed and ready to win not only round three of the T.L.R. Cup
but another World Championship as he cruised on to victory
over Cardell Potter of Camp Douglas, Wisc. and Matt Schulz
who rounded out the top three.
In addition to winning round three of the T.L.R. Cup, Chartier
swept the non T.L.R. Cup Pro Champ opener in Beausejour
Manitoba, Canada on December 6 & 7, 2014.
Malcolm Chartier is sponsored by; Woody’s Traction, HydroX, Mike Houle Racing, ski-doo, Western Power Sports, General
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Cardell Potter
RV, EVS Sports, Spy Optic, ML Chartier Incorporated, AJAX
Paving, McDonald’s - Schulz Family, Riverside Spline & Gear,
Fly Racing, Energy Release, Grace Performance, Dayco, DP
Schweihofer Excavating, Gates, Motorfist, Fox Racing Shox,
VFORCE and 139 Design.
Coming off the MIRA enduro season opener on January 10th
with a second place at the Kinross Lions Club 500, backed by
co-driver James Hicks on a Team 02 Blu Polaris, Cardell Potter
was anxious to see what he could do with his Pro Champ sled.
Driving for Miracle Racing, Potter looked strong in Ironwood
where he finished third in the T.L.R Cup opener. While he would
come up short of the winners circle in Eagle River Cup action,
the weekend would not be a total loss as he would go on to win
the most prestigious race in oval track snowmobile racing on
Sunday, The Eagle River Worlds Championship.
“In qualifying heats for Friday Night Thunder T.L.R Cup I finished second in all the heat races, which had me starting in the
third position for the final.
I had a bad start in the final so it took me some time to make
my way through traffic. I got to third position when a red flag
came out with four laps to go. I had a good restart and in turns
one and two I made my way to second place where I stayed
for the remainder of the race. This was my best Friday Night
Thunder finish I’ve had in many years, I’m really happy”, Potter
said.
Cardell Potters sponsors include for his Champ Sled:
Woody’s, FXR, 509, Donahue Super Sports, Carlson Advisors,
Earth Inc. and TR Signs and Designs. His enduro sled sponsors include; Crop Production Services (CPS), Dekalb and
Asgrow Seed, Michigan Agri Systems, Great Lakes Trading
Company, Woody’s, Polaris Racing, USI Skis and Stine Seed.
Following his season opening win in Ironwood, Mich., over
Malcolm Chartier things were looking good for Matt Schulz as
he set his sights on winning round three of the Cup. Despite an
impressive effort, victory was not in the cards this weekend for
the 2010 World Champion.
“In the heat race I finished second, however I was fighting handling issues, despite having good speed we ended up
third”, Schulz said.
Matt Schulz racing sponsors for 2015 include; Ski-doo, Amsoil, Dale Loritz Racing, Woody’s Traction, Behnke Trucking,
TRW Auto Body, Jim Nick American Family Insurance, Goodwin
THE WINNING EDGE MAGAZINE

Performance, Castle X Race Clothing, Zillish Asphalt, Flipside
Graphics, C Tech Manufacturing, The Ravine Pub & Grill, MJT
Trucking, Nicolet National Bank, Green Bay Rebuilders, Jorns
Chevrolet, Gates, Dayco, Etco Electric Supply, The Loading
Zone, Snow Shack, John Prahl Excavating and Patrick Custom
Carbon.
Former TLR Cup Champion PJ Wanderscheid of Sauk
Center, Minn., returned to cup action. Qualifying second, the
four-time World Champion finished an impressive fourth on his
Arctic Cat in the cup final.
Dustin Wahl of Greenbush, Minn., recovered from a crash
in Ironwood that took him out of action returned to the oval.
Qualifying sixth Wahl kept the hammer down on his way to an
impressive fifth place finish.
“I had a terrible start but worked my way into fourth place. My
motor was cutting out in the corners allowing PJ to pass me”,
Dustin Wahl said.
Gunner Sterne of West Chicago, Ill., finished sixth.
Despite decent heat races Jordan Wahl of Greenbush, Minn.,
could only muster seventh place in the final.
Next up, Wausau for round four and five.

Potter Takes Round Four in
Wausau
Wausau, Wisconsin, January 24, 2015; - While still savoring
his Eagle River World Championship a week earlier Cardell
Potter showed no sign of backing off in his quest for the winners circle and the prestigious T.L.R. Cup. Driving his bright
neon pro champ, he went right to work beating defending
champion Malcolm Chartier of Fair Haven, Mich.
Saturday (round four) was a really great day, I started out by
setting fast time and a new track record with a 14.2. I went on
to finish 1st in both of the qualifying heat races.
I had a decent start in the final and had a great battle with
Joey Fjerstad, on lap nine I was able to pass him and go on
to the win. This was a special race to win. Flip (Merwin) and
I have so many similarities in that he also raced Pro Champ
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Race 1 • Matt Schulz
USSA Prostar • Ironwood, MI

Race 3 • Malcolm Chartier
ASC Friday Night • TLR CUP
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Race 5 • Malcolm Chartier
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USSA Prostar • Wausau, WI

Race 2 & 6 • Cardell Potter
ORA • Alexandria, MN

Race 7 • Malcolm Chartier
USSA Prostar • 141 Speedway
Francis Creek, WI

FEB. 14 - 15 • Race 8 & 9
USSA Prostar • Weyauwega, WI

2014 CHAMPION
MALCOLM CHARTIER

For more information
www.tlrcup.com
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Matt Schulz
sleds in the winter and Super Late Model cars in the summer.
It felt great coming off Eagle River and going right back to
racing. It was good to be able to keep the momentum going. I
feel like Wausau is a home track to me after spending so much
time racing cars at State Park Speedway and having so many
racer friends in the Wausau area”, Potter said.
Coming off a win in round three Malcolm Chartier came up
just shy of his second cup win of the season taking second
place despite a tremendous effort.
Joey Fjerstad of N.E. Minneapolis, Minn., earned his best
finish of the season taking third. Prior to Wausau in round four
Fjerstad had place sixth in Ironwood in round one. Like Potter
Fjerstad has raced the Soo I-500 and other enduro races during his career.
Matt Schulz continued his quest for his second win of the
season since raking the opener in Ironwood. Despite taking
third in round three at Eagle River he has been going the wrong
direction in the results.
“We were struggling all day with track conditions and the sled
handling”, Schulz said.
Jordan Wahl continued his quest for the teams first win of
the season, sadly he would not find it in round four. Turning in
another fine performance Wahl ended the day in fifth.
“I Didn’t get the start we were hoping for, so we had to come
from behind. I battled for third and caught a bad bump that
pitched me into the bars and I couldn’t quite save it”, Jordan
Wahl said.
Next up round five on the same exciting track.

Chartier Rebounds to Take
Round Five
Wausau, Wisconsin, January 25, 2015; - Not one to hang
around in second place for long Malcolm Chartier came back
stronger than ever to lead the Woody’s Pro Champ to victory in
Sunday’s round five final sending Cardell Potter to the number
two slot.
Looking to extend this record to three straight wins Cardell
Potter appeared in great shape to enter round five, sadly his
run to victory lane would end at two as he come up shy of Malcolm Chartier.
THE WINNING EDGE MAGAZINE

“On Sunday I Had a first, second, and a second in the heat
races. I had struggled a little with set-up as the weather and
track conditions had changed so much from Saturday.
I had a decent start at the green in the final. Settled into third
position and found the track very hard to make passes that day.
Matt Schulz had a problem at the checkered and I was able to
finish second.
While I didn’t win, Sunday was a good day for our 02 Blu
enduro crew in Caro, Mich., I was very happy to hear Team
Blu pulled off the win at the Caro 150. Those guys work really
hard, I think the second place at Kinross and the win in Caro
gives a lot of momentum going into the last few races of the
season”, Potter said.
With track and weather conditions improving Matt Schulz set
his sights on making a serious challenge for a round five victory, improving on his fourth place finish Saturday in round four.
While he would improve a notch to take third misfortune on the
final lap would keep him out of the winner’s circle for now.
“I qualified first winning all three heats. The track was in better condition and the temperature was colder than Saturday.
In the final I got the hole-shot and ran second the whole race.
On the last lap in corner four the belt blew and Cardell got by
me for second place right before the checkered flag. I was very
happy with the motor speed and handling is getting better”,
Schulz said.
Matt Ritchie of Minocqua, Wisc., turned in his best performance of the season so far. Qualifying seventh Ritchie finished
out the final in seventh.
Joey Fjerstad fresh off a third place run in Saturdays round
four fell a few notches to take fifth.
While the weather had some ups and down racing was great
for the sizable crowd on hand for the Annual Wausau 525.

Ironwood Round One Makeup
Race in Alexandria, Minn
Alexandria, Minn., January 30, 2015; The long awaited
Ironwood round two TLR Cup makeup race came together in
western Minnesota far from Ironwood, Mich., Originally scheduled for January 4th poor weather and visibility forced officials
to pull the plug and reschedule for a later race.
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Joey Fjerstad
Round one of the T.L.R. Cup on January 3, 2015 saw Matt
Schulz take the checkered flag followed by Malcolm Chartier,
Cardell Potter and Jordan Wahl. Now with four races into the
season would round two look anything like the result seen in
round one? Well close but not exact, Potter who placed third
in round one went on to win a World Championship and take a
T.L.R. Cup win in Wausau kept his momentum alive and going
strong as he struck pay ice winning round two over Malcolm
Chartier.
“In qualifying heats I took a second and two first to start
second in the final. My sled ran good and I was able to take the
win”, Potter said.
Still right in the thick of the cup title chase, Malcolm Chartier
never backed off coming in to claim his third second place finish of the season.
While he came up short, Matt Schulz put in another herculean effort in his quest to reclaim the checkered and victory.
“I got one first and two seconds in the heat races. The final
was 15 laps. I was in second place with five laps to go. Handling was an issue, however I had great speed. I ended up
finishing in third”, Schulz explained.
Matt Ritchie of Minocqua, Wisc., and Joey Fjerstad rounded
out the top five.
Next up round six.

Potter Express Rolls On in
Round Six
Alexandria, Minn., January 31 2015; - Ironwood round two
make up behind them drivers set their sights on getting ready
for round six.
Fresh off his round two win, Cardell Potter appeared to have
everything pointing in the right direction for another victory. Matt
Schulz and Malcolm Chartier were all craving another win, one
wrong move on the oval or a sputter in their high-powered race
engine at the wrong time could spell the difference between
first and third place.
24 YOUR TOTAL MOTORSPORTS PUBLICATIONS

Faced with the long drive to Michigan to get ready for the Soo
I-500 time trials the coming week Potter wanted to close out
the weekend as it began, in the winner’s circle. Back on board
his neon pro champ Potter went right to work, when the dust
settled he had the checkered flag in hand.
“We won our 1st heat, did not finish (DNF) our second heat
due to a blown track. We came back and won the third heat,
qualifying third overall and ended up winning the final by a half
a lap”, Potter explained.
Having dealt with some handling issues earlier Matt Schulz
appeared to have his sled performing at its peak in the final
where he ended the day in second.
I got two first and one second in the qualifying heat starting
the final I was the number two qualifier.
The final was a 20 lap final. I was running in third place with
three laps to go, I made the pass on Malcolm and ended up
second. Handling was better and I was happy with the motor
speed. Everything held together and the weekend ended up
pretty good”, Schulz explained.
Malcolm Chartier finished third followed by Nick Van Strydonk
of Tomahawk, Wisc., and Dustin Wahl.
Approaching the final three rounds of the season things are
looking interesting and exciting in the point’s race.

Chartier Returns To Victory Lane
Francis Creek, Wisc., February 8, 2015; - A new challenging
track greeted drivers at the 141 Speedway for round seven.
Would momentum generated coming off two wins at Alexandra,
Minn., continue for Cardell Potter. Would improvements in Matt
Schulz sled return him to the winners circle or would defending
T.L.R. Cup champ Malcolm Chartier grab his third win of the
season. it was anyone’s guess.
Malcolm Chartier is certainly no stranger to success, the
young Fair Haven, Mich., driver has one of the best crews in
racing backing him up as well the natural ability to sniff out
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Continued on Page 28

Jordan Wahl

Dustin Wahl
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Nick Van Strydonk
the checkered under all race conditions. Those talents are the
reason he has been on top at both Eagle River and T.L.R. Cup
in recent years. Coming off a second and third place finish in
Alexandria, Minn., a week earlier it was clear Chartier wanted
the checkered back and he would have it! Driving his sleek
Woody’s Pro Champ Chartier would lead green to checkered to
take round seven over Matt Schulz and Cardell Potter.
Coming off a solid performance at Alexandria, Matt Schulz
was in good position to earn his second win of the season.
Despite another great performance victory would not be his this
time around.
“In the heat races on Sunday I got two seconds and one first
and qualified second for the final. Track conditions were better
on Sunday. The temperature was colder making the ice harder.
In the final my hole-shot was good, but Chartier led the whole
race, I was in second. There was a red flag for an accident with
Gunner Stern. On the restart we started on the outside of the
track, which had a lot of snow accumulated from the race. I
came out in third, this is not what I wanted. With four laps to go
I did manage to catch Malcolm once, but ran out of laps. It was
a 10 lap final. I was very happy with the motor, but it could of
handled better.
This is the first time I have raced here. It is one of the smallest tracks I have raced on in a while, the promoters did an
excellent job, it is a very nice facility. I would like to thank everyone at the 141 Speedway for putting on a race for us”, Schulz
said.
Coming off a fantastic run in Alexandria, Minn., where he
hauled in two victories, Cardell Potter was looking good, aresh
off a week at the Soo, where he finished sixth with co-driver
James Hicks for Team 02 Blu on Saturday. Despite being a bit
tired Potter was ready to race his champ sled again. While he
came up short of the winner’s circle he still manage to take an
impressive third place finish.
“Francis Creek 141 Speedway was a new track for us. It
was a really small track with tight corners and heavy banking
making the hole shot very important, on this track there is no
room for errors. We had about six laps of practice Sunday
morning prior to racing. I finished fourth, second and second
28 YOUR TOTAL MOTORSPORTS PUBLICATIONS

in the qualifying heats giving us a sixth place starting position
for the final. I had a really bad start at the drop of the green, I
worked my way up to fourth place when a red flag came out
with six laps complete. On the restart, with four laps remaining,
once again we had a horrible hole shot, spinning to the corner.
I had a lot of sleds to pass and made my way up to third at the
checkered. Between our bad starts, and the race only being 10
laps it wasn’t possible to make it to the front. It was a fast race
with only a 10 lap final running 13-second lap times.
As soon as the Soo was considered complete we hurried
out. I think we left about 5 P.M. EST and got to the hotel about
11 P.M. CST. I was a little sore but I didn’t feel it hindered my
performance”, Potter said.
While he has had a few ups and down this season Jordan
Wahl looked really good in Francis Creek. Driving a Wahl Polaris Jordan finished fourth.
“We got the sled working pretty good Sunday morning, we
changed a bunch of stuff in the rear suspension to help us get
around the small track. The sled worked well for the first two
heats that we won and the third heat we spun on the line. It
was really tough to pass on the track later in the day when the
groove got deeper.
I qualified fifth so I had to start right in the middle of the
groove so I spun a little on the spot and got into third on the first
lap. On lap six there was a red flag so I got a good restart and
got into second, but I couldn’t hold off the ski-doo power.
Francis Creek has an awesome facility, the track was good
until it got pretty worn then it got a little one lined and rough.
You really had to attack the track! Everyone was so close because the track was a little smaller than we normally race on.
Dustin got around the track really well, but he was having
spinning issues in the final on Sunday”, Jordan said.
Blain Stephenson of Hutchenson, Minn., followed by Nick
Van Strydonk rounded out the top the six.
No doubt the 2015 T.L.R. Cup has been one exciting circuit
with the best sprint sled drivers in the nation. Whoever wins
the Cup this year should be very proud because they won it
competing against the best oval track snowmobile racers in the
world.
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ABOVE: Saturdays pro-am enduro action offered
non-stop excitement.
RIGHT: Alan Haynes sends drivers on their way
for a pro-am enduro.
BELOW: Race director Alan Haynes briefs drivers
prior to the days acTIVITES.
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Story & Photos by Steve Landon
Caro, Michigan January 24, 2015; - Fresh off a successful
one day program in Kinross on January 10th, the Midwest
International Racing Association returned to action for the
Annual Caro Winterfest at the Tuscola County Fairgrounds.
Unlike Kinross the Caro program would features two days of
competition with pro-am and pro-enduro qualifying on Saturday
followed by kids 120 racing and the Caro 150 Pro-enduro on
Sunday.
Former Polaris triggerman turned Ski-doo speedster in 2014,
Andy Shoemaker of Pinconning, Mich. was back on the top
of his game as he roared past the competition to take the 600
Pro-open over Cam Vermeersch of Unionville on a Yamaha and
30 YOUR TOTAL MOTORSPORTS PUBLICATIONS
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We’ve made choosing the right traction
products for your sled simple! Our guide
has these new features...
• Simple 1-2-3 steps for instant results
• View option in imperial or metric
• Important tech tips highlighted
• Easily change stud, runner & support plate
selections to meet your needs
• Share your results with friends
• Purchase online today from a local dealer

Get your results today!
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Kevin Vermeersch of Unionville, Mich. on a Polaris. Shoemaker
won 600 Pro-open and Champ 440 in Kinross.
Dave Koch led his Countryside Motorsports Yamaha to the
winner’s circle over WV Performance Polaris speedsters Kevin
Vermeersch and Kyle Strieter.
Tommy Downing Jr. held off an early challenge by Team 02 Blu
Polaris lady speedster Ali Steinman to take the checkered in the
Junior Enduro on board a Team Highland Arctic Cat.
Eric Churchill of Cass City, Mich., grabbed his second straight
win of the season in Limited 500 driving his Countryside Motorsports Yamaha to victory lane beating veteran WV Performance
Racing Polaris Ace Brent Vermeersch. Rusty Rhein rounded out
the top three on a ski-doo
In a classic family feud Kevin and Kurt Vermeersch went head
to head in the 30 lap Semi Pro-enduro. On board WV Performance Polaris entries, Kevin Vermeersch blasted into the lead
the moment the green flag flew. For the next 25 laps he appeared
to have the race in the bag, however Kurt had other ideas, on
lap 26 he took the top slot leading the last five laps to take the

©
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Kurt Vermeersch hoist the checkered Flag after pulling off
vicTORY in the semi pro enduro.
JohN Ware and Greg May, won the 20 lap pro-am enduro on
sled #20.

©

Tommy Downing Jr.takes a victory lap after winning the
Junior ENduro.
Andy Shoemaker claimed top honors in 600 Pro Open.

©
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Ali Steinman of Team 02 Blu pours on the power during the
junior enduro.

Josh Ware, #20 hammers through turn two in pro-am
enduro action.
Tommy Downing Jr., #4 cruises Around turn two in the
Junior Enduro.

©

Kurt Vermeersch, #4 puts the hammer down in pro-am
enduro action.

©

Travis Baur, #02 and Rusty Rhein, #65 battle for position in
the 20 laP pro-am enduRO.
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victory, in Kinross Kurt also won the 15 lap Pro-am Enduro over
Kevin. Will the results change at the final shoot-out of the season
in Lincoln or will Kurt go undefeated? Only time will tell.
The highlight of the day came with the running of the 20 lap
Pro-am Enduro. For the first 10 laps the pro driver ran before
making a routine pit for driver change and sled adjustments.
Once back on the oval the pro-am driver ran the final 10-lap
stretch to the checkered flag. While racing was incredibly fast
and action packed only one team would lead the way to victory. R & R Racing backed by drivers Josh Ware and Greg May
led green to checkered taking the win on their Polaris over the
Yamaha team of Cam Vermeersch and Dave Koch.
Rod Bell grabbed the 10 lap Pro-enduro Shootout on his #1
Polaris finishing just 1.547 seconds up on fellow Polaris ace Josh
Ware to claim the pole for Sunday’s Caro 150.
Despite having to deal with overcast skies, the pro-am program
went off with out a hitch. Next up the Caro 150.
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Pit row came alive during the 20 lap pro-am enduro as teams switched drivers and made quick adjustments.
Andy Shoemarker, #42 chewed up the ice in 600 Pro Open.
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Back Row L-R: Randy Chioch, Gary Steinman, Rob Steinman,
Rick Kociba, Steve Hicks, Jack Gaffel, Diane Wednt, Emily
Schinnerer, Eric & Nate Bowerman,Troy Steinman, Josh
Steinman, Devere Henne, Donna Steinman, Bruce Baur,
Marilyn Baur. Left kneeling L-R: Kari Steinman, Lori Kociba,
Jillian Steinman. On Sled L-R:Travis Baur, James Hicks, Duane
Baur, Michael Haynes, Shelley Baur. Right Kneeling L-R;Tyson
Steinman,Tessa Steinman, Emily Steinman and Ali Steinman.
Story and Photos by Steve Landon
Caro, Michigan, January 25, 2015; - Following a bitter cold
start to the season January 10th, in Kinross, Mich., the Midwest
International Racing Association (MIRA) returned to action with
the running of the Caro 150 at the Tuscola County Fairgrounds.
Blessed by nothing but blue sky’s and temperatures in the twenties fans were treated to an outstanding show of professional
snowmobile racing. When the dust settled it was Team 02 Blu of
THE WINNING EDGE MAGAZINE
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Bayport, Mich., with drivers James Heller and Mike Haynes taking
the checkered flag on a 2013 Polaris IQR 31.921 seconds over
Polaris Gen II drivers Kyle Strieter, Kevin Vermeersch and Austin
Leeck of WV Performance Racing. Defending MIRA Pro Enduro
champions Hunt Racing of Lansing, Mich., rounded out the top
three one lap back on a 2012 Polaris IQR with drivers Anthony
and Aaron Mayer.
Situated in Michigan’s Thumb, Caro has a long history with
snowmobile racing dating back to the early 1970’s. Today the
sons, daughters and grandchildren of many who once carved
their way around the iced oval, race the MIRA circuit looking to
etch their name into racing history. Presented by the Caro Winter
Fest committee the two-day festival featured snowmobile racing,
chainsaw-carving competitions and more all at the historic fairgrounds.
Racing officially got underway Sunday morning with the circuits
next generation of champions taking to the ice in 120cc competition. Running everything from stock to mod classes the young
drivers put on a show that left many top pro drivers envious as
they carved up the ice on their sleek pint size racing machines
looking for victory.
Fresh off another successful run at the Vintage World Championship Weekend January 10 & 11, in Eagle River, Wisc. MIRA
master-flagman Roger Britt of Augres, Mich., returned to action
directing the field from his perch overlooking the front stretch. A
former enduro racer and member of 1992 Michigan Motor Sports
inductee “Team Highland“ he has never lost the desire to race.
Exploding down the front stretch in a cloud off ice dust at the
snap of the green-flag snowmobile racings finest oval track
enduro drivers roared off to start a 300-lap 150-mile quest for
the checkered-flag. While the track got a bit rough as the raced
progressed there were no serious spills, however, a minor incident
Team Blu crew member Rob Steinman installs carbide.
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Mike Haynes gets a little air on his way to 02 blue victory.
on the final lap caused the race to finish under caution.
Polaris entries once again dominated the starting grid and the
top 10. When the checkered-flag waved Polaris teams held seven
of the top 10 positions, down from eight in Kinross. Of the two skidoo entries both would finish in the top 10. Of the three Yamaha’s
in the field only one placed in the elite 10. The lone Arctic Cat
finished out of the hunt.
During the course of the race the lead would change 12 times
between seven different teams as follows: Rodney Bell / Thomas
Bell #1 Polaris - Laps 1 – 4, Jon Giffel / Josh Ware #20 Polaris
– Laps 5 – 67, James Hicks / Mike Haynes #02 Polaris – Lap
68, Eric Churchill / Keith Gainforth #10 Yamaha – Laps 69 – 77,
James Hicks / Mike Haynes #02 Polaris – Laps 78 -111, Andy
Shoemaker / John Boothe / Joey Burch #42 Polaris – Lap 112,
Kyle Strieter / Kevin Vermeersch / Austin Leeck #4 Polaris – Laps
113 – 145, Jon Giffel / Josh Ware #20 Polaris – Laps 146 – 185,
James Hicks / Mike Haynes #02 Polaris – Laps 186 – 187, Eric
Churchill / Keith Gainforth #10 Yamaha – Laps 188 – 191, Aaron
Mayer/Anthony Mayer #31 Polaris – Laps 192 – 205, James Hicks
/ Mike Haynes #02 Polaris – Laps 206 – 300.
Team 02 Blu of Bay Port, Mich., might someday become known
as the “Team of Champions”, Crew-chief Duane Baur won the
1983 Soo I-500 on a Yamaha driving for the original Team Blu,
during his career Baur also won pro enduro races in Kinross,
Mich., on Yamaha, Midland, Mich., on ski-doo and Muskegon,
Mich., on a Polaris.
Forming “02 Blu” in 2013 the Polaris team has won Lincoln
Michigan Cat 500 in 2014 and now the Caro 150 thanks to some
very talented drivers and a slick smooth running pit crew. To top it
off driver Cardell Potter of Camp Douglas, Wisc. won the 2015 Eagle River Worlds Championship on his champ sled and currently
leads in the point’s race for the Tommy Lipar Racing TLR Cup.
James Hicks of Cedarville, Mich., has not slowed down since
winning the Michigan Cat 500 plus Cardell Potter has no problem leaping from champ to enduro sleds in a single bound. The
team’s selection of Mike Haynes of Mt. Pleasant, Mich., to help
out while Potter was gone proved the team’s ability to pick the
right people to get the job done when the need arises. Do they
have the right stuff to become an elite team? Considering the caliber of competition they’re facing, they’ll have their work cut out for
them. Only time will tell, but they’re off to a good start
After coming up just 3.085 seconds short of his second career
victory in Kinross on January 10th, James Hicks was itching to get
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White Pine Lodge

DRIVERS HEAD down the front stretch FOR THE GREEN FLAG
AT THE Start of the 2015 CARO 150.

Christmas Michigan
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The best Trails in the Midwest
right from your door!
E7889 W. State Hwy M-28
Christmas, MI 49862

MOTTO
“You might not
know where
you’re going but
you’ll know where
you’ve been”

810-629-1299

www.darksideadventures.com

24 HR Gas Station and C Store
Direct Trail Access
X-Large Hot Tubb
Group Rates
Next to Kewadin Casino
Delux Continental Breakfast

info@whitepinelodgeonline.com
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• Baur Farms LLC - Bay Port, MI
• Blue Water Spas & Pools Inc.
• S & I Inc. - Pigeon, MI
• Michigan Agri-Systems, Inc.
Pinconning, MI
• The Winning Edge Magazine
• Fastenal
• Stine Seed
• B & D Heating & Cooling
• USI Ski’s
• Woody’s Traction Products
• Polaris Racing
• RCS Coil Springs
• Crop Production Services
• Asgrow
• Dekalb
• LRM
• Alma Tire
• Michigan Truck & Spring
• Great Lakes Trading
• Cass City Oil & Gas
• O’Conner Trucking
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Pro: Cardell Potter

Pro: James Hicks
Pro-am: Josh Zelinski
Pro-am: Travis Baur
Youth: Ali Steinman
120: Tyson Steinman
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7681 MURDOCK RD. • BAY PORT, MICHIGAN 48720
DUANE BAUR • BAURBEEF@AIRADV.NET

Like us on Facebook: team02bluracing or visit our website at www.teambluracing.com
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It’s double duty in the pits for Countryside Mororsports.
back into the winners circle. Driving with co-driver Mike Haynes,
Hicks made all the right moves to get the job done for the 02 Blu
faithful.
“We made a few changes to the setup this year. I didn’t really
know what to expect at Caro, I knew we would have a good sled
so I felt pretty confident everything was going to be fine mechanically.
The track at Caro was very narrow in sections; this made it difR & R Racing, #20 adds power as Tom Bell, #1 of Blue Team
1 noses into the bank. Bell quickly recovered avoiding a
crash.

©

Team 12, with Drivers Grant and Cam Veermeersch battle
for position with sled 30, Mitch Diamond and Rich
Spranger.

©
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ficult to pass. After the restart around lap 250,we were in the lead,
second and third were right behind us; however, I knew we had
more sled than both of them. By the end of the race second and
third were right in front of me, I was about to put them a lap down.
The track did get rough in the end but I prefer that. Makes more
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OVAL

and at the Soo I-500
Drivers
Grant Vermeersch
Cameron Vermeersch
Keth Gainforth
Eric Churchill

Sponsored by

Countryside Transportation Service
Stacks Market
Murdoch Construction
Rooney Crane LLC
Ridge Run Farms
Yamaha Racing
Woody’s
Legue Graphics
Barkers Exhaust
Kibblewhite Precision Machining
Camoplast
Carver Performance
Hills Performance
Mickey’s Sleds

Daves Collision
JJV Enterprices
Richmond Steel
Brentwood

Photos by Steve Landon, The Winning Edge Magazine
Design
by SherryTOTAL
Landon MOTORSPORTS PUBLICATIONS
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Sleds round the first turn at the start of the 2015 Caro 150. he first turn of any enduro race can have visibility issues as
the drivers vie for the lead posotion on the first lap. Don’t worry, it clears up as each passing lap goes by and the sleds
spread out.

2015 Caro 150 Results
Place		

Sled No.

Drivers Name(s) 					

Sled Make Laps

1.		
2.		
3.		
4.		
5.		
6.		
7.		
8.		
9.		
10.		
11.		
12.		
13.		
14.		
15.		

02 		
4 		
31 		
20 		
12 		
42 		
57 		
1 		
88 		
30 		
21 		
10 		
29 		
50 		
32 		

James Hicks / Mike Haynes			
Kyle Strieter / Kevin Vermeersch / Austin Leeck
Anthony Mayer / Aaron Mayer				
Josh Ware / Greg May					
Grant Vermeersch / Cam Vermeersch
Andy Shoemaker / John Boothe / Joey Burch
James Heiler / Andrew Terril				
Rodney Bell / Thomas Bell #1 				
Isaac Wolfgang						
Mitch Diamond / Rich Spranger			
Troy Dewald / Dustin French / Ryan Spencer
Keith Gainforth / Eric Churchill 				
Ben Lindbom / Rick Tiede / Cale Anseeuw		
Mike Babcock / Mike Kurkowski / Kyle Maleport
Larry Young Jr. / Bryan Ball				

Polaris
Polaris
Polaris
Polaris
Yamaha
ski-doo
Polaris
Polaris
Polaris
ski-doo
Arctic Cat
Yamaha
Yamaha
Polaris
Polaris
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300
299
298
297
297
294
294
292
285
264
261
245
98
40
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opportunity for passing and creates more lines to run on.
Mike Haynes did a great job, he’s a talented rider, and we made
a good team.
I’m really happy with our teams performance this is my second
enduro win and Mikes first. The Soo is definitely my lifetime goal”,
Hicks said.
Mike Haynes ’34, of Mt. Pleasant, Mich., has been chewing up
the oval sine age five when he made his debut on a Kitty Cat. The
son of 1979 Soo I-500 pole sitter and current MIRA race director
Alan Haynes, Mike has been a tough competitor throughout his
career, however, he had yet to win a pro-enduro. That all changed
when he joined Team 02 Blu for the Caro 150 filling in for Cardell
Potter who was racing in Wausau, Wisc, in the TLR Cup Series.
Thanks to hard steady driving by Haynes and Hicks as well as
point on pit stops by the Blu Crew, Haynes was able to take his
Sled 29 with drivers Ben Lindbom, Rick Tiede and Cale
Anseeuw go head to head with Team 1, Rodney and
Thomas Bell.
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Mark Beard
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• Aluma & Midsota Trailers
and Side by Sides
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Sault Ste. Marie, MI
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mbeard@beardoil.com
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RACE ENGINES

GUN LAKE

Engine Builder of Champions

Supporting Snowmobile Racing
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Todd Krikke
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World Champ

2722 S Patterson Road
Wayland, MI 49348
dougflannery60@gmail.com
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Top Right: #57 with drivers James Heiler and Andrew
Terril look to take the lead from sled #4,WV Perf0rmance
and Sled #30 piloted by drivers Mitch Diamond and Rich
Spranger.
Middle: Sled #20 with drivers Josh Ware and Greg May
battle to keep their lead from the #29 sled driven by Ben
Lindbom, Rick Tiede and Cale Anseeuw.
Bottom Right: Issac WolfganG takes control of a corner
working his way to a 9th place finish.
first professional enduro victory lap.
“It is very exciting to win one! I had a lot of fun racing with this
crew. I’m happy the victory came at a race in their local area. All of
Team Blu’s friends and family were there it was a big win for them.
James (Hicks) started the race; we each got on the sled twice.
We didn’t have any problems; it was a very smooth run. Our pit
stops were amazing. The sled was dialed in and easy to drive.
Prior to our win my best pro-enduro finish was third place. That
came about with Beard Motorsports last year at the Soo I-500.
This year we (Beard Motorsports) decided to concentrate on putting all our efforts into running two sleds at the Soo making it our
first race of the season.
Team Blu and Beard Motorsports have always helped each
other out at the races. Since Cardell was gone Blu was short a
driver, our team wasn’t racing so Duane Baur called and asked if
I was interested. I was very happy to help them out. They are an
amazing team and great people”, Haynes said.
Going into the MIRA season finale at Lincoln, Mich., February
21st the 02 Blu crew is on top of the Pro-Enduro point standings
by 91 points over R & R Racing. Defending champs Hunt Racing
is in third 142 points out.
Team 02 Blu is sponsored by: Baur Farms LLC - Bay Port, MI,
Blue Water Spas & Pools Inc., S & I Inc. - Pigeon, MI, Michigan
Agri-Systems, Inc. Pinconning, MI, The Winning Edge Magazine, Fastenal, Stine Seed, B & D Heating & Cooling, USI Ski’s,
Woody’s Traction Products, Polaris Racing, RCS Coil Springs,
Crop Production Services, Asgrow, Dekalb, LRM, Alma Tire,
Michigan Truck & Spring, Great Lakes Trading, Cass City Oil &
Gas, O’Conner Trucking.
WV Performance Racing opted to run their 2000 Polaris Gen II
powered by a Larry Rugland motor in Caro saving their IQR Polaris for the Soo and Michigan Cat 500. Backed by drivers, Kyle
Strieter, Kevin Vermeersch and Austin Leeck the team ran strong
all day leading laps 113-145 before settling into second place
where the would finish out the day.
Our Gen II Polaris was faster and handled better than our newer
sled although we gave up suspension.
Kevin Vermeersch is a new driver, he is the brother of Brent &
Kurt Vermeersch and cousin of Grant and Cam Vermeersch, Rod
and Tom Bell, Keith Gainforth and me, and basically we’re a whole
family of racers.
The race went well, we were spot on for clutching and our pit
crew was amazing. We needed fast pit stops and that’s what they
delivered, we couldn’t have done it without them.
The last 100 laps did not really favor the Gen II we had a lot of
snow on the track and some big jumps. The way I felt on Monday
shows me we could have used a little more suspension. We had
a great time I hope we put on a great show; I can’t wait to do it all
again next year.
I would like to thank all those who put on the Caro 150. Without
their help we would have nowhere to race. They do a great job
THE WINNING EDGE MAGAZINE
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2015 SCHEDULE
KINROSS LIONS
CLUB 500
WINNERS

Bunke Racing - Polaris
*1st Leg No Bull Triple Crown

CARO 150
WINNERS

Team 02 Blu - Polaris

Soo I-500 (non MIRA event)
Sault Ste. Marie, MI
Feb. 7th. 2015

2014
MIRA CHAMPS
Hunt Racing #31
Aaron & Anthony Mayer

Sponsored By

*Center Peice No Bull Triple Crown

MICHIGAN CAT 500
LINCOLN, MI
Feb. 21, 2015

*3rd Leg No Bull Triple Crown

FOR MORE INFO CONTACT:
miraracing.com
facebook.com/miraracing
miraracing@yahoo.com
989-977-0636

Snowmobile Endurance Racing
at it’s FINEST! Since 1979
Photos by Steve Landon / Design by Sherry Landon / www.thewinningedgemagazine.com
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The #50 Sled driven by Mike Babcock, Mike Kurkowski and
Kyle Maleport finished out the day in 14th place.
pulling it all together”, Strieter said.
Austin Leeck ’22 returned to action after taking a third place
finish in Kinross, Mich. January 10th with Hoos Racing. Joining
forces with WV Performance for Caro in an effort to get some
added seat time before the Soo and Lincoln, young Leeck proved
once
again that he as what itxtakes
be a winning
driver
on the 1
Carlisle-Ultimax_8.2014_7.25
4.875 to
ad_Long
Walk_Win
Edge_Layout
enduro circuit.
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It was a hard fought battle for team #32 with drivers
LaRRy Young Jr. and Bryan Ball.They finished out the
day in 15Th place. Looking to pass sled #32, sled #10 of
Countryside moTorsports and sled #42 with drivers Andy
Shoemaker,
John
Boothe
and Joey Burch managed to pick
8/8/14 11:48 AM
Page
1
up the pace finishing ahead of the #32 sled.
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MAX has an improved cog design for
greater flexibility and cooler running. MAX is
thicker for added strength and longer belt life.
Refined over decades, MAX is designed for machines under
500 cc. One Year Warranty. Made in U.S.A.

ULTIMAX PRO.
The workhorse of the Ultimax line.
Increased clutch contact. Less slippage.
Quicker acceleration. Advanced cog design.
One Year Warranty. Made in U.S.A

ULTIMAX XS.
Peak power, peak efficiency. For
screamin' hi-performance on the track
or trail. Purpose-built for high horsepower sleds.
Specially formulated rubber compound found in no
other snowmobile belt. One Year Warranty. Made in U.S.A.

Performance Proven.
Performance Driven.
ultimaxbelts.com
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“After running Kinross, our Hoos Racing Polaris was in need of
a traction control overhaul. With our third place finish in mind, our
team owner John Hoos made the final decision to save the sled
for the final leg of the Triple Crown in Lincoln, Mich., We didn’t
want to rush it back together for Caro. Doing so gave our team
more time to focus on our Soo sled and do some testing before
the race.
Once I found out we weren’t going to run Caro, I asked John if
it would be okay to run with another team if I could find one, he
gave me the green light. After asking around, Charlie Wiltse from
the WV Performance Racing told me I could saddle up for them
on their Polaris Gen II. I really appreciated them giving me the opportunity to come race for them on such short notice.
I think I had a total of 150 laps under my belt when the checkered flag finally dropped.
We qualified fifth for the enduro. Kyle Strieter ran till about lap
65. When I got on, I believe we were in 10th place at the time. My
first thought when I climbed on was to see who I could pick off and

©

Flezke FARMS racing, #57 battles it out with the #21 sled of
cadarette racing.

©

©

Sled #42 driven by Andy Shoemaker, John Boothe and Joey
burch hammer through turn one.

Sled #31,with drivers Anthony and Aaron Mayer finished
the race in 3rd place.

©

Blustering snow did not stop the #21 sled piloted by Troy Dewald, Dustin French and Ryan Spencer from working to maintain their
position against the #29 sled and the #4 sled driven by Kyle Strieter, Kevin Veermeersch and Austin Leeck.
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The #20 sled of Josh Ware and Greg May decided to take
an alternate route through the hay bales during enduro
competition.

LIKE US ON
OUR NEW
FACEBOOK PAGE
www.facebook.com/pages/
West-Michigan-Snowmobile-Museum
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Race director Alan Haynes explains the plan for the days
racing acTivities.
Virginia Hunt keeps a watchful eye on team #31,with
drivers anthony and aaron Mayer.
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stay on pace with the leader, the 02 Blu sled, as well as preserving carbide by keeping out of the dirt.
The sled handled really well, even when conditions were horrible. Around lap 115 I glanced at the scoreboard and noticed we
had moved into first place. By that time I was pretty excited. The
yellow flag came out around 135. We pitted and put Kevin Vermeersch on, he rode awesome for his first ever enduro. Next, Kyle
got back on and kept a solid pace for us.
I believe the yellow flag came out around lap 240. We ended up
getting the “Lucky Stud” to put us back on the lead lap. I got on for
the last 60 laps. At that point James Hicks and Mike Haynes on
the 02 Blu sled were still in the lead with three sleds ahead of me.
My thought was to just get on him as fast as I could and make a
move if James (Hicks) provided an opening. Unfortunately I was
unable to catch him; their sled was fast during the entire race.
James and Mike drove an awesome race all day long. We ended
up finishing in second place, right behind them. I was on the sled
for the last 60 laps. MIRA didn’t plow the track the last 165 laps, I
think if they would’ve had a plow the last 100 laps of the race, we
would’ve had an excellent battle up front between the 02,10,12,
and the #31 sled.
MIRA and Caro crew did and excellent job building the track, it
held up well!
When the track got rough, I tried to play it conservative and
avoid the bumps and dirt as much as possible coming out of turns
two and four.
I cannot thank the WV Performance guys enough for letting me
ride. I really appreciate everything they did for me this weekend.
Special thanks to: Fly Racing, Triple9Optics, Woody’s, Super
Seer and TekVest”, Leeck said.
WV Performance racing was sponsored by: Sakon Builders,
Powercomm, Moore Shoreline & Dairy Barn, Jacoby Painting, and
Powerwashing and Graphics.
Coming off a 10th place finish in Kinross, Mich., “Hunt Racing”
of Lansing, Mich., appeared to have their 2012 Polaris IQR running up snuff. Backed by drivers Aaron and Anthony Mayer the
team led laps 192-205 before settling in to finish third, one lap out.
“We had a good race sled, pit crew and drivers all did a good
job, we just weren’t fast enough at the end”, Team Co-owner and
enduro racing legend Louis Hunt said.
Having one of the fastest and best handling Polaris IQR 600
entries on the circuit this year has kept the R & R Racing #20
sled right in the thick of the hunt for victory. Backed by drivers
Jon Giffel of Essexville, Mich., and Josh Ware of Barbeau, Mich.,
the team would lead early on in Kinross before going on to take
seventh with 394 laps.
Starting second in Caro the R & R boys would lead on two occasions, laps 5-67 and laps 146-185 with drivers Greg May and
Josh Ware leading the charge to a fourth place finish just two laps
down. Jon Giffel involved in a crash racing at Eagle River, Wisc.
was still recovering and unable to drive.
“For the pro enduro we had a really good sled, my co-driver
Greg May likes the setup I run, we kind of agree on a lot of the
same things.
We started on the outside on the front row. At the green flag we
took some laps to gain the top spot but once I got it we held it to
the first plow. We switched riders at lap 75 and then again at 150.
At that time we were in fourth place, another plow was going on.
When we restarted everyone took the bottom groove, which left
the whole outside open so I ran out of the groove. We retook the
lead only to come into turns one and two and hit the berm from
the bottom groove causing me to jump out to the fence. I made
contact with the bales and fence forcing officials to bring out the
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caution flag. Back in the pits Greg got back on and ran good retaining fourth place. I ran the last of the race hoping a plow would
happen to make it a more than one groove racetrack but no such
luck. Had to run on the one groove track you couldn’t get out of.
Dealing with wearing down our carbides, we managed to pull out
fourth at the end of the day.
As a racer I came to race on ice. That’s what the fun part is,
sliding around the corners and turning your handlebars to the
right, but you go left. The problem with racing oval ice enduro now
is that they don’t plow enough and offer multiple lines and a much
safer racing surface. It becomes a follow the leader race. A lot of
spectators I talked to after said it was a boring race to watch at the
end. Why didn’t they plow they asked? I just think it would have
made for a safer more exciting race when you have multiple lines
that you can race.
We had a lot of power and a great handling sled for most of the
race. A combination of my crashing and the plowing situation is
what kept us out of victory circle. Just got to try harder and do
better next time”, Josh Ware said.
R & R Racing is sponsored by: Weiss Equipment, MotorFist,
Fairgrove oil & Propane, R&R Farms and X-1.
After a rough start to the season in Kinross, Mich., where they
finished 20th Grant and Cam Vermeersch appeared pumped up
and ready to grab some MIRA gold in Caro. While never leading
the pair would keep their #12 Countryside Motorsports Yamaha
Vector well within striking distance of the checkered throughout
the day before closing the afternoon in fifth place just three laps
down.
“After finding a plugged fuel filter at Kinross the sled came back
to run beautiful at Caro all day. We really had no mechanical
issues to speak of. Overall it handled pretty good, although we
missed on our shock setup.
We were on the lead lap at the end of the race with a chance to
win. Track conditions weren’t favorable for our race set up. Cam
did the best job he could and managed to hang on to a top five.
That’s all we could ask for!
After excellent success running Polaris for years we’re happy to
try and support Yamaha and their efforts to get back into enduro
racing. So far our team is happy with the success we’ve had but
we’re are still looking for that big win with Yamaha. We feel it’s
very possible.
The Yamaha Motors are comparable, suspension and handling
are there, we have been competitive with the Polaris just had
some electrical issues the first race that slowed us down. Visibility
was great with no issues at all.
It was a great day of racing right until the end, it was a very
exciting race for the fans to watch”, Grant Vermeersch said.
Countryside Racing is sponsored by: Countryside Transportation Service, Stacks Market, Murdoch Construction, Rooney
Crane LLC, Ridge Run Farms, Yamaha Racing, Woody’s, Legue
Graphics, Barkers Exhaust, Kibblewhite Precision Machining,
Camoplast, Carver Performance, Hills Performance, Mickey’s
Sleds, Daves Collision, JJV Enterprices, Richmond Steel and
Brentwood.
Being out numbered by Polaris and Yamaha entries didn’t intimidate Shoemaker Racing #42 of Pinconning, Mich., One of two skidoo’s entered drivers Andy Shoemaker, John Boothe, Joey Burch
ran strong for much of the day briefly leading on lap 112 before
settling into the pack to finish sixth three laps down.
Being outnumbered by Polaris entries didn’t affect the perforTeam #4,WV Performance and Team #20 head out of the pits
and back to racing action.
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Plows worked hard to keep the racing surface clean.
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Team 21 experienced a few problems during the race. MIRA
OFFICIALS were trackside helping to get them back into the
pits and Back on the track.
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mance of Kim Gainforth of Unionville, Mich. and Eric Churchill of
Cass City, Mich. Driving the #10 Yamaha for Countryside Motorsports the pair led on two occasions; laps 69-77 and 188-191 staying in the thick of the hunt until mechanical issues late in the race
put them out. Despite a strong performance by drivers and crew
they would finish out the day in 12th, 39 laps back. In the Kinross

©

Team blu 02, ladies crew were on hand to help out and
cheer the team on to victory.

©

Fans at the Caro 150 join team 02 blu in a winners circle
photo to help celebrate the moment.

opener Gainforth finished eighth with co-driver Kevin Vermeersch
on the same Yamaha.
The track was very well built this year so studs and carbides
where not an issue until late in the race.
“The #10 and #12 Countryside Motorsports Yamaha’s were running and handling very well. It made it easier to stay at the front
of the pack until lap 261 when the gears stripped out and I had to
come in while running in second place.
Being one of only three Yamahas on the circuit is a good thing. I
think once we get the four stroke figured out it will be a tough sled
to beat on the oval. It is nice to be different than everyone else on
the circuit.
I feel the Yamaha is very comparable to the Polaris. Both are
strong running sleds. They (Polaris) just figured out how to go thru
the deep snow and bumps better than us. We’ll be right there with
them very soon.
Visibility was good at Caro compared to Kinross. There were
very few times you could not see what was in front of you. Compared to Kinross it was 90% better.
This is the second year in a row I have been fighting for the lead
spot with less than 50 laps to go at Caro, so a Yamaha win is in
the very near future”, Gainforth said!
Nothing would have made Eric Churchill happier than to win
the 2015 Caro 150 after coming so close in 2014. Driving with
Keith Gainforth the team led lap’s 208 – 253 of the 2014 race
and appeared destine for victory, however, it was not to be as
Churchill crashed going out of turn two. Shaken a bit but uninjured
he gathered himself up, climbed back on his machine and ran
until the checkered flag sailed. Sadly the time and laps lost would
prove too much to overcome as he finished two laps down in fifth
place. With great weather and a fast sled, everything was pointing
toward a Yamaha victory in 2015 unfortunately lady luck was not
in their corner again this year.
“The sled was running and handling great a little tight but we
can’t complain.
It’s nice to be one of only three Yamahas in the field on race
day. When you have success it makes you feel that much better
knowing you’re the
underdog.
We’re getting very
close to handling as
good as the Polaris in
the bumps and deep
snow, as far as motor
power we are there!
The only problem I
XP Trail Package 177hp
had was snow getXP Manifold Plates
ting on my shield from
other sleds but other
XP Twin Race Pipes
than that I had no
3 Cyl Race Motors to 1500 cc
trouble with visibility.
Someday we’ll win,
2 Cyl Race Motors to 1200cc
we’re very close, we
just need a break. One
of these races we will
go the whole race with
no troubles”, Churchill
said.
Seeing #1 on a
TOLL FREE ORDER LINE
snowmobile in the
Thumb of Michigan
has often meant the
WWW.THE CRANKSHOPVT.COM
driver is racing a

(877) 878-9692
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Yamaha for the Vermeersch family of Unionville, Mich. or Team
Chippewa in Sault Ste., Marie, Michigan. Since the late 1970’s #1
and Yamaha have just fit together on the enduro circuit. That all
changed in Caro when Blue Team Racing #1 turned their number
over to a Polaris for one race.
Rodney and Tom Bell of Unionville, Mich., moved #1 from the
teams Yamaha Nytro that finished 17th in Kinross to their 2004
Polaris Edge for Caro. Blasting off to lead the first four laps the old
girl appeared to be the fastest sled on the track. Settling in for the
long haul the team remain in the hunt for the entire race before
finishing out the afternoon in eighth.
You might say our team is a family effort. Roger Vermeersch is
our (Tom & Rodney Bell) uncle. His sons that race now (Brandon
and Troy Vermeersch) are our first cousins. His sons along with
their cousins (Steve & Brad Gruehn) wanted to concentrate more
on running a race team rather then driving. That is why they asked
us to come race with them this year for Blue Team Racing. We felt
that combining our equipment, talent and experience would make
a good winning combination.
My older brother Rodney Bell and I ran the #1 (Polaris) this
weekend for Blue Team Racing. Rodney ran it Saturday, qualified
it 1st and finished 1st in the Pro Enduro Shoot Out, I backed him
up for the enduro Sunday.
Rodney and I have traditionally rode Polaris under Bell Racing,
#25. I still have all my equipment and I’m running this year my #25
Polaris in the Pro Open Sprint Classes on the MIRA circuit and at
the Soo in the Woody’s Challenge. I did not run it in Caro because of some mechanical issues that happened during hot laps.
We decided to run this sled here instead of the Yamaha because
we felt it was a more competitive fit for the racetrack. By running
my Polaris at Caro it allowed us to concentrate on setting up and
“saving” the Yamaha Nytro for the Soo. Rodney actually ran the
#1 Nytro on Saturday in the Pro Open Class working on set up for
the Soo.
We ran the Blue Team Racing #1 Yamaha Nytro at Kinross and
plan on running it at the Soo I-500 and at the season finale in
Lincoln, Mich. For the record the Vermeersch Boys are very much
still true Yamaha racers at heart.
The #1 enduro Polaris we were running today featured a motor
built by Todd Shultz who works at Weiss Equipment in Frankenmuth, Mich., Both Todd and Weiss Equipment have supported
Rodney and I for years in racing.
Rodney started the race, I got on second, and we rotated for
the rest of the race based on the need for fuel / carbides / repairs
as needed during the cautions. We are both very confident of
each others driving, so if a caution occurs and we are able to pit
without affecting our track position. We take the opportunity to get
fresh carbides, fuel and a fresh driver because you never know
when the next caution will be to get these items.
Sunday was not a good day for us. Everything was working
perfect Saturday; we put the sled away that night completing all of
our pre enduro checks expecting a good run Sunday. Something
got us though; we started out Sunday first thing with issues. The
throttle stuck on the carbs during hot laps, then the tether cord quit
working on us. We finally got one hot lap in Sunday morning and
then acquired a miss in the motor on top end, so with the little time
we had before the race we pulled the carbs, reeds and checked
everything we could to find the problem before the race started.
Unfortunately the problem was still there at the beginning of the
race and continued to get worse throughout the day as we ran.
(We figure it has something to do with an electrical issue). We did
what we could to try and fix the issue such as change a coil during
a caution but we were unable to fix or find the issue. The sled ran
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Fans packed the track prior to the start of the race to meet
the drivers.

©

sled #4 WV performance powers past sled #10 piloted by
Keith Gainforth and Eric Churchill.

©

Rodney and Thomas Bell.trys to hold off team o2 blu in the
early laps of the race.
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9200RPM all day Saturday and on Sunday it kept jumping around
from 8500 to 9100 depending on if the miss in the motor was
present. This miss in the motor slowed us down a lot on Sunday
it just did not have the speed like it did on Saturday. This loss of
speed kept us from running at the front of the pack.
Our old sled is set up to race on a traditional ice oval track. It
doesn’t take the bumps or go through the big snow berms like
the new ones do. It sits low to the ice, with not much suspension
travel and has a smaller lug track on it that does not hook up as
well in the deep snow. This was also a contributing factor that
kept us out of the winner’s circle.
We enjoyed the Pro-am race Saturday. Our amateur driver Brad
Gruehn did very well and I rode the pro portion. I didn’t do as well,
I had a poor restart then I lost the brakes coming into the third corner causing me to “blow” the corner. A couple sleds got by me and
I was not able to get back up to the front. Brad and I plan on running my Polaris in the Woody’s Pro Am at the Soo and in Lincoln.
We’re looking forward to better runs in the weeks ahead. The
team has been working hard this year we’re very thankful to all of
our sponsors who are able to make this happen.
Always a big special thanks to our Crew Chief, Steve Gruehn
“Reno” his knowledge and hard work keeps this team moving
forward to the finish-line”, Tom Bell explained.
Blue Team 1 Racing is sponsored by; Buchholz Transport,
Countryside Transport, AgVenture. Woody’s, Weiss Equipment,
Shultz Racing, Macfarlane Trucking, Gruehn Farms, Vermeersch
Farms, Stockmeyer Farms. Wisner Machine Works, Hauck Power
Sports, Lindy’s Sales and Piorkowski Race Sleds
Following a successful run at Kinross where they finished fourth
on the lead lap, defending and three time Caro 150 winners
Cadarette Collision Racing of Alpena, Mich., had hopes of making
another trip down victory lane. Backed by drivers Troy Dewald,
Dustin Fierek and Ryan Spencer they over came spills and a few
problems on their way to an 11th place finish on an Arctic Cat. Victory was simply not in the cards this time around.
“We were running the same sled we raced here last year with
some modifications that we were trying out.We made a last minute
decision to attend the Caro 150. We came to test some of our new
stuff before the Soo I-500.
I took the first spill when the #57 sled of Felzke Farms got
crossed up in front of me between turns three and four. Dustin
took the other two, once again coming up on the Felzke sled.
The engine was stuttering from the start of the race, so we
pitted several times to work on the sled trying to figure out the
problem.
Our main issue was just dealing with the lack of ice and hitting
dirt. We’re out numbered, but are honored to represent Arctic Cat
and are working to bring Arctic Cat back to the winner’s circle on
the oval track”, Troy Dewald said!
Thanks to great weather, volunteers from the Caro Winterfest
and some truly outstanding driving the 2015 Caro 150 was a total
success.
The Midwest International Racing Association (MIRA) the oldest
continuous oval track enduro snowmobile racing circuit in the nation
is sponsored by; Michigan Cat, Woody’s, Fairgrove Oil & Propane,
Richardson Chevrolet, Buick, Ford of Standish, Mich., Weiss Equipment and FLY Racing. Next up on the MIRA schedule is the Michigan Cat 500, Saturday February 21, 2015 at the Alcona Recreation
Area in Lincoln, Michigan
To learn more about MIRA check them out at www.miraracing.com
or on Facebook miraracing@yahoo.com. Phone 989-977-0636.

©

Issac Wolfgang, #88 hold of air borne sled #31. in the
closing laps. Issac finished 9th,while sled #31 finished 3rd.

©

10th place finishers Mitch Diamond and Rich Spranger keep
sled #88 Issac Wolfgang at bay. in enduro competition.

©

Grant and Cam Veermeersch finished 5th.
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See the history of snowmobiling through the
many people and machines that started, nurtured
and developed the sport.
Officially recognized as the “Snowmobile Capital of the World©” and
home of the World Championship
Snowmobile Derby©, Eagle River is
now also home to the World
Snowmobile Headquarters.
Located just 200 feet north of the
Derby Track, the “HQ” showcases
many snowmobile groups that have
been or are instrumental in the
development and operation of the
great sport of snowmobiling. Our
goal is to showcase both the people
and the machines that have taken
our sport from its infancy to the
present. Click on the links to the
right and enjoy a mini tour through
the HQ.
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Display Hours
December 10 thru March 31
10am to 4pm Monday thru Saturday
--------------------------------------------------

May 15 thru October 15
10am to 4pm Monday thru Saturday
other days call (715) 479-4424 for appt.
-------------------------------------------------1521 North Railroad St. (Hwy 45 North)
Eagle River, WI 54521
Phone (715) 479-2186 |
info@worldsnowmobilehq.com
http://www.worldsnowmobilehq.com/
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Like us on
Facebook

©

https://www.facebook.com/thewinningedgemagazine
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Presented by the MARION SNOWMOBILE CLUB

Snowfest
FEB. 21, 2015

Vintag
Snowm e
Races obile
& Swa , Show ,
p Mee
t

SCHEDULE OF
EVENTS
Fri. Night Early Registration
3 p.m. to dark
Sat. Race Registration: 8-10 a.m.
Hot Laps: 10 a.m.
Racing: 12 noon.
Show Registration: 8 a.m.
Trophies at noon
Swap Meet: 8 a.m.
Concessions Available

2015
FEATURE SL
E
John DeereD

FOR RACE RULES AND INFO CALL:

Todd (231) 846-1928 • Kelly (231) 825-0166
Rich (231) 878-2746

www.marionvintagesnowmobileclub.com

Fun For Everyone!
Admission $5.00

RACING ON 1/2 MILE OVAL

Youth Classes: Kitty Cat, 120 Stock, 120 Imp.,
Kids 8-12 HR Single Stock.
Adult Classes: 1970 & Older HR Single Two Man.
1974 & Older: HR Single Stock, 340 Twin Stock (Fan), 340 Twin Stock
(Free Air), 440 Twin Stock (Fan), 440 Twin Stock (Free Air), 1975 &
Older Vintage Pro, 440 Twin Imp. (Free Air), 440 Twin Imp. (Fan),
340 Twin Imp. (Free Air), 340 Twin Imp. (Fan), HD Imp., HR Imp.
1980 & Older: 340 Trail Sled Stock, 440 Trail Sled Stock
Kitty Cat & 120 Fees - $10.00 • All other classes $20.00 per class

Marion Fairgrounds / Veterans Memorial Park
Marion, Michigan, 49665

Design courtesy
of Sherry Landon • Photos
of Steve Landon,
thewinningedgemagazine.com
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